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Mission:

The Chemistry Department is loyal to 

serving each student achieve 

his/her personal academic potential by 

creating an environment and promotes

•Development of innovative 
instructional techniques,
•Use of modern educational 
technology in lecture and 
laboratory courses.
•Increased opportunities and 
greater participation by under-
represented minorities. 
•Create real technical person
•Start a small cottage industry
•Established a plate form for all 
level of technical field regarding 
textile and its research.

"WE ARE THE INNOVATORS"

Vision

Our vision to facilitate the
research skills, Knowledge,
usage and appropriate
handling the of advance
instrument in the various
branches of chemistry by
enabling them to resolve their
and environmental problems
of society"
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ABOUT US

Textile and Chemistry

Textile is the base of economy of Pakistan, and

recently by the efforts of certain sincere and hard core

self-worth field/business experts, brought government

in to collaboration to modernize and upgrade the

textile sector of the country for better quality products

and enhanced productivity. The Textile industry of the

country in previous decade had suffered a lot owing to

the lack of research and utilities which include water,

shortage of electricity, but shown its consistent

survival even after passing through many ups and

downs; the result is the exports of textile and textile

products of Pakistan have shown a significant increase

in the recent years. The Government has offered

various incentives for the industry’s up gradation and

modernization to the local and International Market

to well acquaint Pakistan to be recognized, with an

increasing demand for compliance with ISO and other

International quality certifications and standards.

Major International countries competing in this field

other than Pakistan are Belgium, China, France,

Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Indonesia, India, Japan,

Korea, Malaysia, Thailand, Turkey, Sweden, Spain,

Singapore, Switzerland, Ukraine, United Kingdom

and United States of America.

We can upgrade the machine and process by

importing latest technology from other countries who

are continuously doing research in textile chemistry

and machines.

ARCHROMA

SPEAKERS

TEXTILE INDUSTRY

The Department of Chemistry of FUUAST is

committed to conducting research on

fundamental and applied problems. This

department will carry on offer of the highest

quality of graduate (BS, MS & MS leading to

PhD and Ph.D program) curriculum. The

department will continue to cooperate

effectively with other departments/

Organization. The department will offer

admirable and fascinating courses which will

both coach and excite the students in the

research programs.

SERVICE OFFERED

It’s a great pleasure that Dept. of
Chemistry have been launching the
short course (2 month) regarding
textile chemistry. This course will
help for the job opportunity for
students.

.

1. Mr. Habib Ashraf  

G.M) Zaman Textile.

2. Madam Moazzama

Textile Consultant. 

(Ex. T. Director od Gul-Ahmed)

3. Fazlur Rehman

Chairman of  SAFDAC Institute.

1. Anwar ul Haq

2. Mr. Mohsin Ali

3. Mr Moeed Siddiqui

ELIGIBILITY:

All teachers, students of concern fields and 

engineers are eligible

FEE CHARGES :

1500/= rupees only for all.

(Candidates will be awarded by certificates 

after completion of course)

CLASS TIMING: 

Wednesday & Thursday

(Two days class + once time visit after class 

of related textile industry in a week)

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE: 

atya007chem@yahoo.com

CONTACT US:

03452221294, 03452587771

SELECTION CRITERIA

Dept. of Chemistry FUUAST 

Gulshan campus Karachi.


